Cucumber mosaic virus-associated RNA 5. XI. Comparison of 14 CARNA 5 variants relates ability to induce tomato necrosis to a conserved nucleotide sequence.
Seven CARNA 5 (Cucumber mosaic virus-Associated RNA 5) variants were obtained from an Indonesian cucumber mosaic virus isolate (designated CMV-In) by serial passage of this virus in squash, Chenopodium quinoa, tobacco, and tomato. Bioassays of the isolated CARNA 5 variants for their capability to induce lethal necrosis in tomato allowed categorization of the CARNA 5 variants as either necrogenic or nonnecrogenic. Comparison of the CARNA 5 sequences with sequences previously published shows that in general CMV satellites display a high degree of nucleotide sequence conservation. Except for two sharply defined domains of variability, the sequences of the necrogenic CARNA 5s are essentially conserved, whereas those of the nonnecrogenic CARNA 5s possess at least nine additional hypervariable domains. In eight positions of the CARNA 5 sequences all necrogenic variants differ uniquely from those that are nonnecrogenic. All CMV satellites compared in this work possess open reading frames (ORFs), with equivalent initiation codons, capable of encoding polypeptides of significant lengths. Two equivalent or identical ORFs were found only in the necrogenic CARNA 5s, whereas a variable-length ORF was found in the sequences of all the CARNA 5 variants compared. These findings constitute a basis for experiments aimed at determining the biological significance, if any, of these ORFs.